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PowerExif (stands for Power Extract Information File) is a
powerful software that is very very easy to use. All the
information about image files and edit the image can be
get by it with just few clicks. If you have already
experience using the image processing software like
Photoshop, it is easier to understand by using this
software, so you will never regret after trying it. PowerExif
can export not only JPEG file, but also JPG, TIFF (raster) or
BMP format (bitmap). To export JPEG, you need to select
the JPEG format as output (more than one format can be
selected). There are two ways to export file. PowerExif is
not the only tool which can do this. Most digital cameras
can easily read the Exif data from your picture. However,
this software is very simple and easy to use. You don't
need to install any other software to open a photo file, and
don't have to care about the file format. You can use
PowerExif to edit EXIF tags, change camera settings, and
select image features directly, without having to open the
original image file. Here are some of the advantages of
using PowerExif. PowerExif can edit almost every Exif field,
and you can select any field you like for editing. Some
items are very easy to edit. For example, you can easily
edit the compression, sample description, IS0 (camera's
sensor type), exposure mode, data type, text, URL,
comments, GPS tags, camera model, image size, and GPS
information fields in a very short time. Opaque storage
supports more than 50 image formats including JPG, JPEG,
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TIFF, RAW, IPF, DPX, FITS, PSD, DNG, IFR, S3TC, X3F, MNG,
JP2, PNG, HEIF, BMP, TIF and Metadata. Photo and GPS
metadata can be kept and managed by PowerExif. And,
you can create your own meta tags in OPanda, there are
many more. To get the largest amount of photo editing
features, the program includes PowerExif Editor, the FREE,
advanced image editor. It allows you to modify any photo
or image to your needs. PowerExif Editor is the next
generation of the program and is loaded with image editing
tools you can't get anywhere else.
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